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Global Small and Mid Cap Fund

A detailed guide to our unique approach
to concentrated global investing
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1.

WHO WE ARE
Fairlight Asset Management is an employeeowned boutique firm investing exclusively in global
equity markets. We are focused on contributing
to superior investment outcomes for our clients
through exceptional performance. Our team takes
an ethically-aware, quality-driven approach to
investing, dedicated to deep fundamental research
of both the quantitative and qualitative aspects of
investee companies.
Principals invest the majority of their liquid assets
in the business and the fund itself in order to
maximise alignment with investors and partners.

1.1
THE TEAM
NICHOLAS CREGAN PORTFOLIO MANAGER
Nicholas has 16 years investment experience in the domestic, US and international markets.
From 2014-2017 Nicholas served as a Portfolio Manager for the award winning A$1.0bn Evans
and Partners International Fund. Prior to E&P, Nicholas worked at Schroder Investment
Management where he held Senior Analyst and Portfolio Manager positions in the New York
and Sydney teams respectively. Nicholas led a team covering ~25% of the assets within the
Schroder North America $7bn Small & Mid Cap Fund, with further sector coverage within the
Global Small Cap Fund. Prior to this he was Co-Portfolio Manager for the Schroder’s MicroCap
Fund which delivered 11% pa out-performance over a five-year period with volatility below the
market. Nicholas holds a Bachelor of Business.

IAN CARMICHAEL, CFA PORTFOLIO MANAGER
Ian has 10 years investment experience in financial markets and a further six years in the
engineering sector. Ian was most recently the head of the consumer sector at Watermark
Funds Management. Previous to this he worked at Platinum Asset Management for four years
as consumer team leader and managed an allocation of the highly respected International
Brands Fund. With experience spanning the healthcare and engineering markets in research
and project management, Ian brings a unique blend of industry and investment experience.
Qualifications include a Bachelor of Chemical Engineering, Master of Biomedical Engineering
and the Chartered Financial Analyst designation.

WILL DOWD ANALYST
Will has seven years data analytics and investment experience, having worked closely with
Nicholas Cregan for the past four years. With a background in data science with EY, Will
brings significant capabilities in quantitative modelling, screening and analytics. Will has
been instrumental in building the quantitative & qualitative analysis infrastructure critical to
the team’s investment process and risk management systems. Will holds a Master of Finance,
Bachelor of Business Information Systems and is a CFA Level III candidate.
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1.2
OUR GUIDING
PRINCIPLES
A business defined by diligence and authenticity is critical to maximise investment returns for our clients - it’s what
attracts and retains the best minds.

PERFORMANCE
Dedicated to delivering exceptional risk adjusted returns through deep fundamental research, we take responsibility and
invest our money alongside our clients’. We are mindful of the capacity constraints of the product we manage and will
not compromise performance for fund size.

INTEGRITY
We are investor-centric. The client is at the center of every decision made and comes first, always.

TRANSPARENCY
We communicate openly and honestly internally and with our clients and partners. We share our informed views
respectfully, even when against popular opinion or the status quo.

OPEN-MINDEDNESS
The only constant in the world is change and we embrace this in our search for the best outcomes for the portfolio. We
are not always right and will alter our views congruent with new information.
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1.3
FUND
CHARACTERISTICS
Fairlight Small & Mid Cap Fund

Parameters

Stock numbers

30-40

Market capitalisation

US$500m-$20bn

Style

Long only quality

Maximum cash

20%

Turnover

30%

Objective

8-12% p.a through cycle / capital preservation

Benchmark

MSCI World SMID AUD (Net)

Responsible Entity

The Trust Company Limited part of the Perpetual Group

Administrator

Mainstream Fund Services

Auditor

Ernst & Young

Figure 1 – Key fund characteristics
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2.

INVESTMENT
PHILOSOPHY
The Fairlight Global Small & Mid Cap Fund
employs a concentrated, long only strategy,
investing exclusively in international markets.
Our investment philosophy is grounded in
fundamental research, is long term in nature
and has a strong focus on quality. We aim to
deliver investors an 8% - 12% return through
the market cycle with lower volatility than the
index. Our team believe a portfolio of the highest
quality businesses, purchased with valuation
discipline will outperform over the long term
whilst protecting and preserving client capital.

2.1
INVESTMENTS WE SEEK
TO MAKE
Investments that the fund will make can be classified into three different opportunity types, each with its own characteristics,
resulting in differing return profiles through the investment cycle. We believe in the benefits of diversification, that differing
investment styles such as growth and value offer returns at different points of the investment cycle, and that the market
fundamentally misappraises the benefits of long-term compounding. By offering exposure through several styles of investing,
we believe we can generate superior returns to targeting one investment type exclusively.

High Quality Business
Durable ROIC
Cash > NPAT
High barriers to entry
High switching costs
High value to cost ratio

Corporate Culture

Sources of Value
Strategic value
Hidden assets; tax, IP, brands,
underearning operations, land

Portfolio of
30 - 40
businesses

Stable, aligned management
teams
Low staff turnover, strong
customer retention

Low Risk
No single point of failure or
compounding risks
Low debt
Low EV/EBITA(x)

Figure 2 – Portfolio characteristics

HIGH QUALITY GROWTH
When analysing growth companies, we seek two styles of investment that generate sustained excess earnings growth. The
first are businesses that require little capital to operate such as internet portals, software businesses and media companies.
The second are businesses that can deploy growth capital at high incremental returns such as high-quality retailers or light
industrial companies.

STABLE COMPOUNDERS
These businesses generate modest revenue growth, unusually stable cash-flows, and often have an opportunity to expand
margins. These characteristics, coupled with sensible capital allocation such as share repurchases, judicious acquisitions or
dividends, often result in attractive shareholder returns. We often find these opportunities in the healthcare and consumer
staple sectors.

LOW RISK TURNAROUNDS & SPECIAL SITUATIONS
A modest percentage of our portfolio is dedicated to businesses that are facing temporary difficulties or where management
have strayed or been distracted from core operations. These opportunities tend to be contrarian in nature and may take
time for cyclical headwinds to abate or management to refocus on the inherent quality within the business.
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High quality growth & stable compounders

FY1

FY2

FY3

FY4

FY5

Cons ensus Estimates

FY6

FY7

FY8

Company Fundamentals

L ow risk turnarounds

1Q16

2Q16

3Q16

4Q16

Cons ensus Estimates

1Q17

2Q17

3Q17

4Q17

Company Fundamentals

Figure 3 – Characterisation of investment opportunities

2.2
INVESTMENTS WE CHOOSE
TO AVOID
Fairlight defines quality companies as those generating high returns on invested capital (ROIC) through the market cycle
while maintaining a conservative capital structure. To capture businesses of this nature, and to improve the probabilities of
good investment outcomes, the following characteristics are screened out:

LOW ROIC
Property trusts, utilities, heavy industrials and banks must employ significant leverage to produce a high return on equity
(ROE) from low return on assets (ROA). Fairlight screens out highly leveraged businesses from its universe.

MACRO
Mining, metals and materials businesses are highly cyclical in nature, and the performance of the business is often
determined by commodity prices. The market forces that determine commodity prices are typically difficult to forecast
(e.g. macroeconomic factors such as Chinese capital formation rates & credit cycles). Highly cyclical sectors also tend to be
characterised as having higher volatility which can increase the probability of capital loss.

SINGLE POINT OF FAILURE
Biotech and narrow pharmaceutical companies are often highly dependent on the fortunes of one “blockbuster” drug,
tightly regulated and subject to rigorous Food and Drug Administration (FDA) approval processes. These compounding
risks substantially reduce the likelihood of generating a favourable result within the sector.

ESG
ESG exclusions include tobacco, armaments, gambling, uranium mining and old growth logging (see Section 2.6 for more detail).
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Cyclical/
Macro
Dependent

Value To Cost
Ratios/ESG

Single Points
of Failure

Heavy
Industrials

Tobacco

Biotech

Property Trusts

Banks

Armaments

Disruptive Tech

Niche
Technology

Infrastructure

Oil & Gas

Narrow Pharma

Single Product/
Customer

Healthcare

Agriculture

Metals & Mining

Old Growth
Logging

Binary
Outcomes

Fairlight Focus

Low ROIC

Consumer &

Utilities

Media
Screen Out

Light Industrials

Figure 4 - Sector exclusions

2.3
REFINING THE
UNIVERSE
The primary screen excludes the largest, most efficiently priced businesses from the universe (>$20bn mkt cap), and the sectors
as described above. Businesses generating less than twice the market cost of capital are screened out, as are those businesses
that fail to grow earnings per share above inflation. The fund will generally not hold businesses with net debt/ebitda of above
~3.5x, however, the screen attempts to drive awareness of potential targets as they deleverage.
Also excluded by the screen are management teams with poor records of capital allocation. Namely, those that issue excessive
equity to fund acquisitions, capex or management compensation.

Size & Sector
Marketcap $500m - $20bn

Investment universe
50k+ companies

Sector exclusions

27,000
Profitability
ROIC >15% 5yrs+

EPS growth >4% pa 5yrs+

5,000

Risk & Governance
Net debt / ebitda <4.5x

Shares on issue <3% growth over 5yrs

200

Figure 5 – Fairlight screening process
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2.4
VALUING INVESTMENT
OPPORTUNITIES
We employ two primary valuation techniques to assess equity value in potential investee companies; discounted net operating
profit less adjusted tax (NOPLAT) and a normalised price to cash earnings ratio (PER). Discounted NOPLAT forecasts EBITA for
five years and applies a terminal multiple that is allocated a premium or discount (to the US 15-year average EV/EBITA multiple)
with consideration to the factors outlined in Figure 6.

Factors

Business Risk Matrix

Revenue quality

Recurring

Capex / opex

High value to cost
ratio

Pricing power

Operating leverage

Fixed cost

Variable cost

Supplier power

Restructure

Financial leverage

On balance sheet

Operating leases

Pension liability

Nuance – e.g.
Franchise network

Industry structure

First mover
advantage

Consolidating

Scale

Growth

ESG

Principles based

Additive to returns

Customer retention

Employee retention

Management
quality

Understands
advantage

Clear
communication

Incentives

Capital allocation

Figure 6 – Qualitative valuation inputs

We recognise that these valuation techniques approximate fair value and consider a range of other factors that may tilt the
odds of a good outcome in our favour. These include the strategic value of the asset to a potential acquirer, undervalued
assets such as land banks or intellectual property, or the possibility of potential divestments that may unlock value.
Liquidity is an input into the valuation process - for thinly traded securities we increase the hurdles in our assessment of
fundamental risk. In other words, trading liquidity is matched with “internal liquidity”. Securities that take longer to exit
require stronger balance sheets and cash flow conversion with a view that often these positions must sometimes be held
for longer periods to extract returns. The team also demands a higher risk premium to compensate for possible price
impact on entry and exit of the position, and cost to trade.
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2.5
PORTFOLIO POSITIONING
AND RISK
Fairlight defines risk as the probability of the permanent impairment of capital. However, we also recognise academic literature
indicates that lower volatility assets outperform higher volatility assets over the long term. High volatility also presents an
opportunity cost, or the inability to recycle capital during periods of market dislocation. For this reason, we prefer low volatility
stocks over high volatility where the expected return is equal.
Fairlight does not believe there is any one element or ‘silver bullet’ for protecting client capital – we believe in taking a
holistic view of risk, encompassing both the elements that are common to companies (e.g. debt and cash flow) along with
company specific risks. The risk factors covered within our individual security analysis (valuation inputs, see Figure 6) are
merged with portfolio considerations. The portfolio risk matrix shown in Figure 7 outlines the considerations that are used
to guide position sizing from the perspective of portfolio risk.

Factors

Portfolio Risk Matrix

Business risk &
valuation

Business risk
matrix score

Time stamped
thesis

Tenure of
coverage

Thesis drift/conviction
score

End market
exposures

GICS

FAM defined sub
industries

Sensitivity to
end market

Macro dependency

Share price
correlations

Expected
diversification
benefit

Correlations can
inform common
risk factors

ETF
representation

Wary of false positives

Scenario analysis/
factors

Basis for debate

Factor tilt
awareness

Currency

Interest rate
sensitivity

Opportunity cost/
volatility

Prefer low
volatility where
expected
returns equal

Opportunity cost
in inability to
recycle capital

Trading liquidity
(days to exit)

Internal liquidity
(cash flow & balance
sheet)

Figure 7 - Portfolio risk matrix

Our approach to portfolio construction is highly collaborative with team debate occurring on the relative merits of the
various inputs before the Portfolio Managers construct the portfolio with reference to both the aforementioned valuation
and risk considerations. Where necessary, Cregan will make the ultimate decision to invest where no consensus is apparent.
The portfolio will generally hold 30 to 40 securities plus cash at any point in time (see Section 3.4 for the reasoning behind
this range). Typically, 80% of the portfolio will be held in the high quality growth and stable compounders investment types
with the residual of the portfolio being low risk turnarounds and cash. Figure 8 presents a stylised and indicative example
of the portfolio. We address our willingness to hold high quality growth stocks at small weights through fair value within
our assessment of behavioural biases in Section 2.7.
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6%
High quality growth
CDW

KAR
5%

Stable compounder
Geberit

Factset

Low risk turnaround

W eight

4%

Verisk

3%

2%

1%

0%
-50%

-40%

-30%

-20%

-10%

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

Discount to Intrinsic Value
Figure 8 - Portfolio positioning (representation of data related to the portfolio in this instance is indicative
only and is not representative of the current portfolio holdings)

2.6
THE ROLE OF ESG
IN THE PORTFOLIO
ESG assessments often lack common definitions and metrics which in turn presents a problem when trying to compare
ESG practices between companies. While the impact of incorporating ESG considerations into an investment process is
inconclusive and sensitive to methodology (see Section 3.8), Fairlight is of the belief that the way a company manages
ESG issues is often a good indicator of overall risk levels and general management quality — which are both strong
determinants of companies’ long term success. Companies with better ESG performance can increase shareholder value
by better managing risks related to emerging ESG issues. Moreover, ESG issues can have a strong impact on reputation
and brands, an increasingly important part of company value.
Fairlight uses industry exclusion screens to account for the more obvious sources of ESG risk found in tobacco, armaments,
gambling, uranium mining and old growth logging industries (see Section 2.2). Further insight into ESG issues for
businesses under consideration is identified via the stock research process where consideration is given to quarterly risk
disclosures, auditors, employee turnover, accounting policies, environmental policies, and outstanding legal cases.

2.7
MITIGATING BEHAVIOURAL BIASES
IN OUR INVESTMENT PROCESS
Psychological biases, or heuristics, can often be obstacles to favourable investment outcomes. As humans, it is unlikely
we perfectly overcome these biases, however we can often avoid those leading to the costliest mistakes by designing risk
systems to act as a safety net. Here we address some of the biases Fairlight finds most damaging, and the safeguards we
put in place to reduce their impact.
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THE DISPOSITION EFFECT
The disposition effect was first identified in 1985 and relates to the propensity of investors to lose more money when
selling than they would be expected to do by chance alone. Prospect theory suggests investors are risk averse when
looking at profits but tend to be risk takers when confronted with losses. Mental accounting drives investors to view each
position within a portfolio as an entirely separate item and treat them in an inconsistent manner. Investors tend to bucket
“winners” and “losers” separately and the chances of something being sold increases simply if they have made a profit
on the investment. Consequently, it is often the case that potential winners are sold too early and poor performers are
retained, particularly if the latter involves feelings of regret and loss.
Fairlight have developed selling rules as a mitigation strategy for this behavioural bias. If the primary motivation for selling
a security is overvaluation (rather than say a broken thesis) then position weighting will be gradually reduced over a period
of time allowing the fund to participate in trade momentum. A consequence is that at any particular time the fund will
have several holdings at small weights trading at a premium to our valuation (see Figure 8).

ANCHORING
Anchoring can be a pervasive bias that is drawn from the way data is presented. During decision making, anchoring
occurs when individuals use an initial piece of information to make subsequent judgments. Once an anchor is set, other
judgements are made by adjusting away from that anchor. The problem arises, of course, when the anchor itself is based
on false or irrelevant information.
Fairlight’s approach to information sharing is critical in overcoming this bias. By having team members approach problems
from a first principles basis we can avoid the group think that is often complicit in anchoring. We also find that having
team members covering competing businesses also helps to reduce the anchoring effect as analysts often attack the
same data in disparate ways.

AVAILABILITY BIAS
Recently observed or experienced events can often strongly influence decisions. Psychologists refer to this as the ‘availability
bias’. To give a financial example, investors often place more weight on the information derived from the most recent
quarter, even when this information has little bearing on the long-term cash flows expected to be generated from an asset.
Fairlight has developed proprietary systems that allow for rapid comparability of recent information against our original
investment thesis, in doing so we can more objectively observe the degree to which this bias affects our decision making.

INVESTING IN THE FAMILIAR
Often as investors, we associate familiarity with low risk. This manifests itself in many ways, however one of the most
common outcomes is a tendency to over index to home markets, also known as home bias. This bias is also often present
with teams of sector specific analysts who compare investment opportunities within a very narrow range. Often minutia is
triumphant over relevance and decisions are made without comparison to a wider, potentially richer, pool of assets.
Fairlight attempts to overcome the familiarity bias by investing as generalist rather than sector specialists. We feel the
cross pollination of ideas across many disciplines that results from a generalist view improves subjectivity and removes the
tendency to drill into irrelevant detail.

2.8
CURRENCY
MANAGEMENT
Fairlight does not target currency as a source of alpha generation but rather as a risk mitigation instrument. The portfolio
will typically have a significant allocation to US domiciled companies and we expect a large weighting to persist. During
periods of equity market volatility over the past 20 years, the USD has acted as a reliable cushion to market drawdowns for
Australian dollar-based investors (see Section 3.7). The portfolio will be managed on a primarily unhedged basis in order to
benefit from this inverse correlation.
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3.

EVIDENCE IN SUPPORT
OF OUR PHILOSOPHY
The design of the Fairlight Global Small & Mid
Cap Fund has been informed by the investment
teams’ combined decades of experience in equity
markets supplemented by empirical insights
derived from the large body of available peer
reviewed academic literature. Fairlight places
greatest weight on academic findings that are
pervasive, persistent, intuitive and able to be
replicated.

3.1
THE CASE FOR OWNING
SMALLER BUSINESSES
Banz (1981) was the first to empirically quantify that smaller firms have had higher risk adjusted returns, on average, than
larger firms using forty years of NYSE data. This insight was subsequently incorporated into the famous Fama and French
(1993) three factor model which helped to popularise the concept of small company investing.
From 1927 through 2015, the return premium earnt by investing in U.S. small capitalisation companies relative to U.S.
large capitalisation companies has been 3.3% (Andrew Berkin, 2016). While less historic data exists for other markets, a
Dimensional analysis of 15 European markets found an average return premium of 2.4% to small companies over the
period 1982-2014 (Stanley Black, 2015).
8%
Annual Size Premium

7%
6%
5%
4%
3%
2%
1%
0%
-1%
-2%

Figure 9 - Size premia across various markets, U.S. 1927-2015 (Andrew Berkin, 2016), Europe 1982-2014 (Stanley Black, 2015)

There are good reasons for believing the small company return premium is real and should be expected to persist on an
ex-ante basis:
1.
		

The return premium is pervasive having been identified in the U.S., most European markets and to a lesser
extent, emerging markets as well.

2..
		

The return premium is persistent having statistical significance in the U.S. over the longest period for which
data is available (1927 through to today).

3.
		

The return premium is intuitive as smaller companies are able to grow faster and have a longer runway to
compound growth given the more modest starting point.

4.

The return premium is structural as smaller firms exhibit greater mispricing due to less sell-side coverage.

5.

The return premium is compensative for lower liquidity and less diversified business models.
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3.2
A QUALITY FOCUS IMPROVES RETURNS
FROM SMALLER COMPANIES
While stock quality is an inherently subjective concept, a helpful working definition is to consider it to be any characteristic,
or set of characteristics, of a security that investors should, in theory, be, willing to pay a high price for, all else equal.
45%
40%

Percent of Market Index

35%
30%
25%
20%
15%
10%
5%
0%
Highest Quality

2nd Quintile
Larger Companies

3rd Quintile

4th Quintile

Junk

Smaller Companies

Figure 10 - Smaller companies in aggregate are lower quality (Clifford Asness, 2018)

Figure 10 highlights how exposed the smaller end of the market is to “junk” and lower quality securities which are often
distressed or highly speculative companies. In generating this analysis Asness (2018) scored companies on the following
criteria:
•

Profitability: Gross profits, margins, earnings, accruals and cash flows;

•

Growth: Prior five-year growth in each of the profitability measures;

•
		

Safety: either return-based measures of safety (e.g. market beta and volatility) or fundamental-based measures
of safety (e.g. stocks with low leverage, low volatility of profitability, and low credit risk);

•
		

Payout: Fraction of profits paid out to shareholders seen as a measure of shareholder friendliness (e.g. if free
cash flow increases agency problems).

The observation that the smaller end of the market has a larger proportion of low quality companies has important
implications because of the substantial academic evidence that higher quality stocks tend to outperform junk stocks. In
the U.S. from 1927 through to 2015, highly profitable firms returned 3.1% per annum more than the least profitable firms
(Andrew Berkin, 2016). Novy-Marx (2013) showed that the outperformance of high profitability stocks was not limited to the
U.S. but rather is pervasive across all the major developed markets.
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Annual Quality Premium

12%
10%
8%
6%
4%
2%
0%
-2%
-4%

Figure 11 - Quality premia across various markets, U.S. 1927-2015 (Andrew Berkin, 2016), Europe 1982-2014 (Stanley Black, 2015)

Of particular significance for investors in SMID capitalisation companies, Wang and Yu (2013) were able to demonstrate
that the quality return premium is significantly larger (up to four times as much) at the smaller end of the market. While
small quality stocks outperform large quality stocks, and small junk stocks outperform large junk stocks, the unfavourable
exposure of the smaller company universe to more lower quality companies obscure a considerable portion of the
advantage of small company investing.
When Asness (2018) normalised the small company universe for quality he found the small company return premium to be:
•

Much stronger, more than doubling the Sharpe ratio;

•

More stable, eliminating the observed underperformance in 1980s and 1990s;

•

Exhibiting a linear relationship between size and returns;

•

Evenly distributed across all months of the year; and

•

Uncovered in international markets where it was previously unobserved.

3.3
THE MERITS OF
OFFSHORE INVESTING
Fairlight asserts that Australian investors are well placed to open their investment universe beyond Australian borders. We
believe by doing so, investors are offered the potential to access higher quality businesses at more reasonable valuations.
In applying our screens to the Australian market, there are few businesses that pass both our quantitative and qualitative
requirements. The narrowness of the Australian market and the relative scarcity of high-quality companies results in
valuations that are often uncompelling compared with international alternatives.
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Pass Fairlight qualitative and quantitative screens
Figure 12 – Selected ASX valuations as at 09/10/2018 (FactSet, Fairlight analysis)

An international portfolio comprised of companies from a variety of different markets also provides a diversification benefit
to the return premiums earnt by both smaller and higher quality companies. There are numerous examples of individual
markets where either the small company return premium (e.g. Finland) or quality company return premium (e.g. Belgium)
have been absent for decades at a time.

3.4
PORTFOLIO RISK
AND CONCENTRATION
It is possible to achieve most of the diversification benefits of a broad index with considerably fewer stocks. Figure 13 uses
data sourced from Surz and Price (2000) which shows that while total statistical risk (standard deviation of returns) of
theoretical portfolios falls quite quickly when additional stocks are added to very narrow portfolios, the benefits quickly
plateau out. The active risk (tracking error) of the portfolio also declines however at a slower rate than total risk.

Number of
Stocks

1

15

30

60

Entire Market

Standard
Deviation

45%

16.5%

15.4%

15.2%

14.5%

Diversification
Benefit

0%

93%

97%

98%

100%

Tracking Error

45%

8.1%

6.2%

5.3%

0%

Figure 13 - Portfolio risk as a function of concentration
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Cohen, Polk and Silli (2010) found that active managers’ best ideas (largest active weights) outperform the market, as well
as the other stocks in those managers portfolios, by approximately one to four percent per quarter depending on the
benchmark employed. Similar conclusions were reached by Cremers and Petajisto (2009) who found that managers who
take big active positions perform better than those who take small positions. Funds with the highest aggregate active
share were shown to outperform those with the lowest active share by roughly 2.5% a year. The implication for practical
portfolio construction is self-evident – the expected return of a portfolio should not be compromised by the inclusion of low
conviction positions for the sake of superficial diversification.
Fairlight seeks to build a portfolio that behaves differently to the market but without taking on additional risk. While
stock selection and a quality bias play an important role, so too does portfolio concentration. It is the experience of the
investment team, supported by the academic work of Surz and Price (2000), that a 30-stock portfolio provides an optimal
trade-off between risk and return. A 30-stock portfolio:
•

Captures more than 95% of the diversification benefits of the market index (standard deviation);

•

Performs appropriately differently to the market index (tracking error);

•

Is sufficiently concentrated so only the investment managers best ideas are represented in the portfolio.

3.5
WHY AN ACTIVE APPROACH
MAKES SENSE
Previous sections have made the case for smaller companies, a quality bias, a global perspective, and concentrated
portfolios. The remaining decision for investors lies in the choice between passive and active. While quantitative tools
are helpful in screening out junk companies and lottery tickets, and form an important part of the Fairlight investment
process, it is the experience of the Fairlight investment team that qualitative insight properly harnessed can add additional
value. This is especially true in more inefficient markets that exhibit greater degrees of security mispricing.
Fairlight believes the global SMID universe to be a market that exhibits sufficient inefficiency to warrant an active approach.
One means of quantifying the level of pricing efficiency in a market is to compare the weight of resources dedicated to
analysing its securities. Figure 14 shows that the current number of analysts covering the $100b and above cohort is five
times greater than that of the $15b and below. The rate at which resources are being extracted from the SMID universe is
also greater than that seen in the large capitalisation space.

30

# of Covering Analysts

Change in Analysts (2015 – 2018)

25

0%

20
-5%
15
-10%

10

-15%

5

-20%

0
>US$100bn

US$50bn US$100bn

US$25bn US$50bn

US$15bn US$25bn

US$1bn US$15bn

>US$100bn

US$50bn US$100bn

US$25bn US$50bn

US$15bn US$25bn

US$1bn US$15bn

Figure 14 Analyst resources by market capitalisation (Source: Factset as at Sep 2018)
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Another means of quantifying the opportunity for active managers first suggested by David Swenson of the Yale University
endowment is to analyse the dispersion in asset manager returns. Figure 15 uses the difference between the 25th and 75th
percentile asset manager returns in each equity asset class as a measure of dispersion. The conclusions are that dispersion
(and thus active management opportunity) is higher in smaller companies than large ones, and is higher in international
markets than the U.S.

Equity Asset Class

Dispersion (2010-2015)

U.S. Large Cap

2.5%

U.S. Small Cap

2.8%

Global Equity

3.1%

International Small Cap

3.5%

Figure 15 - Manager return dispersion by asset class (Mauboussin, 2017)

3.6
PORTFOLIO BENEFITS FROM AN
ALLOCATION TO GLOBAL SMID
There is sufficient difference in the behaviour of stock prices of global small and mid capitalisation businesses compared to
global large capitalisation businesses, thus an allocation to smaller global business is beneficial to total portfolio outcomes.
Figure 16 shows the total return history of the MSCI Global Small and Mid Cap Index compared to the MSCI Global Large
Cap Index and a blended portfolio (all unhedged).
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Figure 16 - Total return history of global large cap vs global SMID cap (MSCI)
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Over the period for which the MSCI indices are available (data series begins in 2001) it is not surprising to see smaller
capitalisation companies outperforming larger ones given what we know about the small company premium (see Section
3.1). Perhaps a less intuitive finding is that investments in smaller companies have exhibited a superior risk-return profile
(excess return earnt per unit of risk) as measured by the Sharpe Ratio (Figure 17).

Global SMID

Global Large

Global Blend 75/25

Annual Return

7.9%

5.8%

6.4%

Standard Deviation

12.5%

11.3%

11.5%

Sharpe Ratio

0.36

.21

.26

Figure 17 - Historic Risk and Return Statistics

From a portfolio perspective, making even a modest 25% allocation of the global equity budget to smaller companies has
noticeably improved the risk-return characteristics of an aggregate global equity portfolio. The summary statistics in Figure
17 quantify the significantly increased annual return which has historically been achieved by a very modest increase in total
risk. As a consequence, the blended global equity portfolio has delivered a superior Sharpe Ratio to investors compared
with a global large cap portfolio in isolation.

3.7
UNHEDGED PORTFOLIOS HAVE
HISTORICALLY BEEN MORE DEFENSIVE
Investing offshore provides a risk mitigation benefit as a result of owning companies denominated in foreign currency.
In the event of economic or financial market downturns that aren’t idiosyncratic to a particular country, the Australian
dollar has a tendency to depreciate relative to a basket of developed market currencies. This depreciation provides a partial
hedge to a falling portfolio value at a time when it is most valuable. Figure 18 highlights the historical inverse correlation
between the USD and the S&P 500 over the past twenty years.
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Figure 18 – 20 years to Sep 2018 of USD performance during equity declines (FactSet)
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Taking a largely unhedged approach to international investing is further supported by analysis of the S&P Global Broad
Market Index in both AUD and USD over the period of the indices history (’89). The Broad Market Index is a US$1-5bn
index used as a global small cap benchmark. While starting points are important, over long series, an unhedged AUD has
delivered very similar performance with lower volatility and lower drawdowns.
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Figure 19 - Cumulative performance of S&P Global in AUD (Bloomberg, Fairlight analysis)

3.8
ESG ON BALANCE
MAY HELP RETURNS
The definition of what is socially responsible is continually evolving with significant change made since Milton Friedman
(1970) advocated that the only social responsibility of business is to increase profits. In the decades since the industry
has slowly converged upon a generally accepted framework for analysis generally referred to as ESG. A company can be
responsible in three different ways:
1.

It can operate sustainably and have a minimal or positive impact on the environment.

2..

It can produce products or offer services that benefit society.

3.

It can adhere to prudent and proven corporate governance practices.

The central debate about incorporating ESG considerations into an investment process is whether it is additive or
subtractive to investor returns. A large body of literature has investigated this empirically by comparing the historical returns
of socially responsible companies (or mutual funds) with those of conventional companies (or market indexes). In the most
comprehensive meta-analysis available to date, Friede (2015) identified approximately 2200 empirical studies published on
the topic since research began in the early 1970s. Roughly 90% of these studies found a non-negative relationship whereby
ESG investing was found to either be neutral or positive to financial performance. Significantly more than half the studies
found a positive link between ESG considerations and corporate performance.
The most sophisticated studies are those that can isolate the impact of ESG from other sources of returns (e.g. market,
industry). Briere (2017) decomposed the returns of almost 300 socially responsible equity funds over a ten-year period into
three components: market return, asset allocation returns that are above market return, and the performance of active
portfolio management. They then added a fourth component that specifically measured the effect of ESG screening. Their
findings suggest that the impact of ESG screening on the variability of returns is roughly half that of the contribution made
by active management and that investors in socially responsible investments can expect portfolio performance like that of
conventional funds or of the benchmark, while meeting their socially responsible objectives.
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Given the lack of academic consensus despite the large amount of resources that have been employed investigating the
impact of ESG on investment returns, probably the most conclusive thing that can be said is that the results are highly
sensitive to methodology and the time period under consideration. On balance the impact on performance appears to be
modestly positive albeit not consistently nor always statistically significant. With more confidence we can conclude that at
the very least there does not appear to be a cost to investing with regards to ESG considerations.

3.9
THE BOUTIQUE
ADVANTAGE
A study by the Affiliated Managers Group (2015) indicated that the performance of boutiques in aggregate, may be superior
to that of large institutions. The analysis of institutional equity strategies from 1995 to 2014 quantified that:
•

Boutiques significantly outperformed non-boutiques in institutional equity categories;

•

Investing exclusively with boutiques would have created 11% greater wealth over 20 years;

•

Boutiques also generated substantial net excess returns versus indices.

The group hypothesised that the results may be due to the structural advantages and alignment of the boutique model.
Specifically, AMG suggested that boutiques were well placed because: .
•

Principals have significant direct equity ownership, ensuring alignment of interests with clients;

•

Presence of a multi-generational management team fully engaged across the business;

•

Entrepreneurial culture with partnership orientation attracts talented investors;

•

Investment-centric organisational alignment including careful management of capacity;

•

Principals are committed to building an enduring franchise embedding an appropriately long-term orientation.

De Souza and Gokcan (2003) found that hedge fund managers who invest their own capital in their funds are more likely
to outperform, likely because such managers have greater conviction and are unwilling to accept uncompensated risks.
The Fairlight principals invest the majority of their liquid assets in the business and the fund itself in order to maximise
alignment with investors and partners.
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DISCLAIMER
This document has been prepared by Fairlight Asset Management Pty Ltd ACN 628 533 308 Corporate Authorised Representative No 001267604 of AFSL
No 238198, the investment manager of Fairlight Asset Management Global Small and Mid Cap Fund. This document may not be reproduced, used or given
to any other person, in whole or in part, without Fairlight’s consent. It has been prepared to assist you and does not purport to be all-inclusive or contain all
information that you require to decide on Fairlight products and services. Neither Fairlight, nor any of its directors, officers, employees or associates, make
any representation or warranty as to the accuracy or completeness of the Information and none of them has liability for any loss or damage, whether direct,
incidental or consequential, caused by reliance on or use of Information or representations (express or implied) in, or for omissions from, this document
or other communications to you in the course of your evaluation of Fairlight products and services. The Product Disclosure Statement (PDS) contains all
of the details of the offer. You can obtain a copy of the PDS from fairlightam.com.au or by contacting Fairlight Asset Management directly. Before making
any decision to make or hold any investment in the Fund you should consider the PDS in full. The information provided does not take into account your
investment objectives, financial situation or particular needs. Past performance is not an indicator of future performance. Returns are not guaranteed and
so the value of an investment may rise or fall. The Trust Company (RE Services) Limited (ABN 45 003 278 831 AFS Licence 235150) is the Responsible Entity of
Fairlight Global Small & Mid Cap Fund ARSN 629 066 913.
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